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Dear Friends and Supporters,
We are living through strange times, and over the last few months Darjeeling Children's Trust has had to adapt
to the restrictions on our lives which Covid brings. In the UK, we have moved our meetings to Zoom, and have
now held two of our quarterly Trustee meetings successfully in this way. Although we miss the chance to catch
up and see each other in person I've been really pleased with how productive we've been able to be at a
distance, and I can see us continuing to use video for some of our meetings even when lockdown is over. Our
most recent meeting was in late June, and included a fruitful discussion about how to understand in more
detail the needs of children and young people in Darjeeling, and incorporate those into our planning for the
future. As our long-running project to fund the rebuild and fitting out of the Kripasaran Children's Home draws
to a close over the next year or two we want to make sure that the next phase of our work is driven by what
would be most valuable to the children we help. We'll be developing our plans for how to do that in the coming
months.
Meanwhile, we have been keeping in close touch with our Trustees and friends in Darjeeling. I'm very pleased
to say that Covid has not yet become widespread in the town - long may that situation continue. Schools and,
colleges are closed though, and may remain so until well into the autumn. It's frustrating to see children and
young people have to pause their studies and training, but when their courses re-open we will be able to
provide any extra support they may need to catch up. If you are on Facebook and would like to see how one
of the schools we work with is keeping in touch with its students and supporting their education during
lockdown, have a look at 'Camellia School, Darjeeling'.
In this newsletter you'll see how we've been adapting our fundraising to the current situation. No traditional
dinners or social events this year; instead our UK Trustees have been hosting virtual tea-parties and selling
facemasks, to great effect. We have also been celebrating the fantastic news that we've been selected as a
finalist for Charity of the Year category of the British Indian Awards 2020 - we're just waiting for restrictions
to ease, so we can attend the awards ceremony! A huge thank you to everyone who has supported us over
the last few months; your continued help means we can carry on making the lives of children and young people
in Darjeeling better, now and in the future.
Katherine Carr,
Chairperson
DCT is short-listed for the British Indian Awards 2020
DCT trustees are delighted and honoured to have been shortlisted in the Charity
of the Year category by the British Asian Awards which celebrate success,
excellence and perseverance across a wide range of fields.
Whether we win or not, we feel this is a wonderful recognition of the work that
has been done and the support we have had which has enabled us to achieve this.

Darjeeling Tea Parties
Trustees love talking about the work DCT does in Darjeeling and the children and
young people so once we knew that this spring face-to-face contact wouldn’t be
possible, we decided we decided to do the next best thing – to hold virtual
Darjeeling Tea Parties. All UK based trustees took part and it was lovely to have
contact with people in this way. Here is the report of one of our trustees, Hugh
Heron writing of their experiences .
My Zoom Meeting – Hugh Heron
A week later than most other trustees, I managed to get my tea party in full swing.
Although I had already used zoom quite regularly for one-to-one meetings and to
participate in small groups – this was my first attempt at hosting a presentation
for a large group. So, I was a touch apprehensive.
I had decided to invite a diverse group of participants; friends from Scotland and
Yorkshire who knew little about our work, family members and existing
supporters, a group of the Old Paulites based in London – men with a close bond
who had attended school in Darjeeling in the 40’s, 50’s and 60’s and who retain a
strong emotional connection with the region. One of our founding Trustees,
Sharan, had also asked to come along and in turn suggested that I ask our new
connection Aashwin who is based in Darjeeling, to join the party. Major Wangdi
of course made a star appearance.
I was aware that my presentation would have to be pitched at a level that told the
full story for the uninitiated whilst peppered with sufficient new information for
existing supporters…recent achievements, the cyclone in the Bay of Bengal, Covid19 lockdown in Darjeeling and the impact on schools. Following an introduction that
presented the geographical position of Darjeeling and the historical significance of
the region to the British, I told my own story of my first travels to India as a volunteer
teacher eventually leading to my introduction to the founders of Darjeeling
Children’s Trust.
Trustees find that presenting the story of DCT interwoven with personal experiences
is a powerful way to connect with people, evoking memories and showing images
that can be expressed with heartfelt feeling that resonate with audiences on an
emotional level. The presentation unfolded with information about how DCT
formed, the many children we have supported through a one-to-one educational
sponsorship scheme, images of our music teacher Rajib and our travelling librarian
Tshering in action and the huge success of our vocational training programmes. The
finale to the presentation is the quite remarkable story of our association with Pema
Bhante and the rebuilding of the children’s home, a hugely impactful narrative that
has unravelled and expanded in presentations over many years.
Following the formal presentation, there was opportunity for open discussion and
questions, which were plentiful. Many of the Old Paulites warmed to the occasion re-telling stories from boarding
school experiences from 60 and 70 years ago. Sharan Patel contributed with up to date information on projects and
the wider audience was hugely impressed with the appearance and input from Aashwin in Darjeeling.
I feel encouraged that we have a new, effective platform on which to connect with our supporters and with our
associates in Darjeeling. We can reach out to a wider audience here in the UK and worldwide to spread the wonderful
story of DCT.

Making it safely home
Lockdown world-wide has meant that many people were initially stranded far
from home, finding it difficult to return. It was good news to hear that Samir,
who was sponsored by DCT and who completed his hotel management training
in 2011, made a safe return to Darjeeling after lockdown began in India. He had
just acquired his dream job, working on an Italian cruise ship which would have
meant he could travel the world. We were pleased to hear he was still in
Kolkata completing his on-board training so he successfully returned to his
family in the hills.
There is also good news about Eyingo, who recently returned from his work
placement in a hotel on the plains. He is now in quarantine at the college in
Lebon where he initially studied and then he will self-isolate at home.
Our other students who had to leave their course midway are still waiting to hear
when college will re-open so they can resume their studies.
Cyclone Amphan and damage to the Children’s Home
Super-cyclone Amphan hit West Bengal in May and caused
widespread damage and flooding in Kolkata and surrounding
areas with a number of people killed. Luckily for the people of
the hills the eye of the storm was in these more low lying coastal
areas, although Darjeeling itself did have very heavy rain and
high winds. Some damage was done to buildings including to
the roof of the new accommodation for the girls at the
Children’s Home.
The Home is in a very exposed position on a steep hillside and
the roof of the girls’ accommodation (seen in the middle
photo) stands above surrounding buildings. Unfortunately
during the storm a freak gust of especially strong wind blew
out some of the panels under the eaves. The main roof
structure remains in place and watertight so the few girls who
are staying there during lockdown are staying dry during the
heavy monsoon rains currently being experienced. The main
concern is that without these panels, pigeons will try to access
the roof space. As
soon as workers are
available the panels
will be replaced.
There is only a very
small number of
children and young
people still living in
the Home during
lockdown.

The story of the Darjeeling Do’ers
Sitting in her garden one Saturday afternoon during lock-down in May, DCT
trustee Lisa Glydon’s daughter, Amelia, was busy making face masks for their
local community. There had been a plea in the local paper for people to make
masks for a nearby Nursing Home and Amelia had offered to make them, but
by the time they had worked out the pattern, got the template measured
out and had cut up a few of her dad’s older shirts ….the Nursing Home didn’t
need them anymore ! This is the story as told by Lisa of what happened next!
“Not to be put off, Amelia put a message on the local Facebook page to say
‘free masks for any key workers’ and a donation to our beloved DCT.
Remember the shortage of PPE a few months ago? It was a popular post
and some very delighted key workers and carers came to collect their masks,
which encouraged Amelia to make more.
Amelia had mentioned to me a few days earlier that it was a shame we
hadn’t spent more time together during ‘lock-down’ I was busy working,
supporting family and friends on the front line and, the time just seem to be
whizzing by …..”Put it out to the Universe Amelia, I am sure something will
come up”, was my casual reply! Little did we know what was about to
happen.
A friend messaged me to suggest that we advertise our mask making to see
if we could raise a lot more money for our charity The Darjeeling Children’s
Trust…..”Oh and you can call yourselves ….’The Darjeeling Do’ers’! Amelia
who looked up from her machine ‘Why not Mum?’ One major problem … an
ancient sewing machine but within minutes of her saying that good old dad
came to the rescue and was ordering her a new sewing machine on-line
(‘oooh you get 3 metres of free elastic thrown in’!) Little did we know how
important that was going to be!

By that evening a Facebook page had been set up using pictures of my
husband Patrick and I wearing our masks, pleas for fellow Do’ers and
cotton fabric was put out to friends and family (one of Patrick’s
favourite shirts disappeared!) bank account sorted, elastic, envelopes
and tissue paper rescued from our “stationary” box, and a You Tube
video on how to make a Darjeeling Do’er face mask was set up. Within
hours we were getting orders in …. our first was an order of 20 masks!!
Our front hallway became the Do’ers workplace taken over by sewing

machines and fabric, string, envelopes, writing paper, computer,
phone, radio, a large Pukka pad to document our orders…oh and lots
of tea and excitement. A few long days and long nights followed,
working hard to get the masks made and sent out. Seeing money
coming in was a huge incentive.
Every mask packaged and each letter written to go along-side the
masks, brought back memories of the children we had of when Patrick
and I visited Darjeeling last autumn. We saw the new Children’s Home
just before the girls moved in, and when we met the girls in their old
cramped and dark home we received the most beautiful welcome and
gorgeous bright smiles. It is something I will always remember. They
were in my mind constantly. Amelia who has never been to Darjeeling
was certainly becoming interested after her numerous calls to Sharan
Patel, another DCT trustee, who was busy raking in the orders for us!
We had so much help. Two wonderful school friends of Amelia’s, Noah
and Holly became our on-site Do’ers. Sitting at a distance in the front
garden, a system of cutting, pleating and trimming continued in the heat
of the hot spell we had, I was busy ironing and writing and packing in
the hall and all I could hear was chatter and laughter, music and more
laughter coming from the busy Do’ers.
Two wonderful friends Teresa and Bernadette became our off-site Do’ers
with poor Berna trying to use her very old Singer before a friend offered her
a new machine – everyone seemed to be sewing and sewing machines were
becoming like gold dust, as was elastic.
Gorgeous fabric was being sent to us as word got out we were raising money
for the children. It was like Christmas the day when we received a HUGE box
of stylish fabric from the very kind and generous Laurent Garigue who
provides fabric to some of the world’s leading designers. We were so
excited as was Sharan…who had introduced us. Orders continued to pile in
week after week. Scouting for elastic was tricky – until the wonderful Katie
from Cambridge Fabrics came to the rescue and would leave reams of
elastic in a little box outside her house whenever we needed it. As
her shop was closed, she was happy to help and donated such
pretty fabric
As the money was piling in, we thought we would be really happy
if we reached £1000. We soon reached that; then we reached
£2000, but not wishing to stop and after Jamie my son updated
our Facebook page and posted it on his Instagram and all my
wonderful children did the same, new orders starting piling in –
which timed perfectly with the government’s announcement that
face covering would probably be needed on public transport. Our next target of £3000 was set which we
REACHED just 30 days after we started from that simple idea.
We are so grateful to our wonderful Do’er team, our very patient and supportive family, to all the Trustees
who seemed to tell ‘everyone’ they knew to buy our masks and of course to every customer who supported
us. In wearing one of our masks, they are carrying the spirit the Darjeeling Children’s Trust with them.

With our Doers now beginning to go back to work we have now called a halt to our “lockdown project.” We
have loved doing it and we have been amazed and heartened by the support we have received. Thanks to all
that support we have added a whopping £4,000 to DCT funds. Trustees have decided that next year this sum
will be used to increase the number of young people who are sponsored in to vocational hotel management
training at the FCI. Four young people like the ones here, who are some of the students DCT currently sponsors,
will benefit from your generosity.

By buying our masks, you have helped change lives. Thank you.”
DCT face masks have been a big hit in the Oxfordshire village of Great Milton
Trustee, Clare Blakeway-Phillips, hosted a zoom DCT tea
party which enabled her to give an update to some of her
fellow villagers. Those who joined were impressed by how
much had been raised by DCT over the past 10 years and by
the varied projects we are running to support young people
in Darjeeling. Volunteering is very much part of the ethos of
her village where 35 volunteers were supporting up to 40
people who were self-isolating, providing weekly packages
and other forms of help. When they heard about the DCT
volunteers making and selling face masks in aid of DCT, they
immediately ordered these for each resident’s package.
Word travelled and soon many more villagers were placing
orders. Two wonderful initiatives have come together to help
not just the people of Darjeeling but the residents of a village in Oxfordshire as well.
Covid Update, Darjeeling
India, like the rest of the world, is having to take measures to protect its
population against this dreadful virus and there is lockdown across the
country. For a while there were no cases of Covid in Darjeeling and its
surrounding area but with a relaxation on travel restrictions a few weeks
ago to allow people to go home, more cases are being reported as people
return to Darjeeling from the plains. The rules are once again being strictly
applied and are being managed by local communities both in the town and
on the tea estates and villages. Screening is taking place of anyone
travelling to the town and travellers who arrive have to self-isolate for
fourteen days. Extra staff have been recruited to help deal with this
situation and DCT health assistant who helps support the children at the
Children’s Home is now working as a temporary police constable, taking
part in the screening process. Meanwhile whilst some things are opening up in the town, schools and colleges
remain closed. Our best wishes to everyone we know in Darjeeling for staying well.

Did you know …
Making more people aware of what DCT does is hugely important as it allows us
to increase support in various ways for the children and young people of
Darjeeling, and we now have more people interested in all our projects, including
more younger people which is brilliant. We support both boys and girls through
initiatives such as the travelling library which helps improve literacy; the music
project which helps emotional and intellectual development; provision of
stationery supplies to schools to help children achieve their school work; and
improvements to the school environment so that children’s health and safety isn’t
compromised whilst they learn. We support young people through vocational
training initiatives so that they can go on to achieve a settled and happier life.
We support 100 boys and girls year on year at the Kripasaran Children’s Home by helping provide them with
a healthy and safe living environment in their new Home. This includes the input of skills and advice as we
work with a team of experts in India, raising funds for the redevelopment of the old site, and delivery of health
advice including medicated soap and towels. This is allowing these children and young people to enjoy a
standard of living adequate for their well-being with the special care and assistance to which they are entitled
(under Article 25 of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights). It will help empower and enable them,
especially the girls, to access their fundamental right to
a quality education, thereby ensuring that they enjoy
increased equality of opportunity. UNESCO states that
education is essential for the exercise of all other
human rights, and for individual freedom and
empowerment. Only 20% of West Bengal's women
have completed secondary school, and female
employment is among the lowest in India.
Trustees are planning for the future
Lockdown restrictions may stop DCT trustees meeting in person, but we have all recognised that the work of
the Trust must continue, so we have been using this time of inactivity to help us plan for the future. Modern
technology brought us all together for a day long meeting a couple of weekends ago. We have welcomed two
new trustees this year, Tshering Huber (top right) and Lisa
Glydon (bottom right) and this period of quiet has given us
all the opportunity to look towards the future. Many of our
energies and fund-raising initiatives have concentrated for a
number of years on the redevelopment of the Children’s
Home but we now need to look beyond its completion,
possibly in a couple of years’ time. High on our agenda is
further developing the community partnership we already
have with teachers, parents and students to try and ensure
that all voices can be heard equally so that when we identify
new priorities they reflect and involve all these voices.
Further news to follow as we develop this line of process.

Thank you to everyone who has supported DCT. A huge thank you to all our supporters and to
everyone who has donated their time, money and energies into supporting the children in
Darjeeling. You are changing lives and helping young people have a future full of hope.

